
PuPPy ContraCt • HealtH Guarantee

Seller SiGnature

To the best of my knowledge, this animal is in good health at the time of the sale.  The health guarantee requires that the 
buyer has one week from the date of purchase to have the dog vet checked by a licensed veterinarian.  Should the veteri-
narian find any major health problems, not to include worms or parasites, the dog will be replaced.  Buyer will choose a 
dog with equal value or wait till one becomes available.  A letter from a licensed veterinarian will be needed as evidence 
of the dog’s illness in order to get the dog replaced.  The dog will need to be returned within 7 days after purchase.  No 
cash refund will be made if you can’t keep the dog because of its behavior, are allergic to the dog, or for any other reason. 

If any genetic diseases occurs within 2 years after purchase, the dog will be replaced in the same manner, also proof from 
a licensed veterinarian of the dog’s  disease.  The seller has the right to get an opinion from a licensed veterinarian of his 
or her choice on the dog’s illness.  We do not guarantee against communicable diseases such as Parvo, distemper, rabies, 
etc.

The buyer must keep health records of the dog, and is responsible to keep the dog groomed, clean, and kept in good 
health condition, or the contract will be void.

[___] Seller and Buyer agreement for breeding
[___] Spay/Neuter Agreement
The Buyer agrees not to use this animal for breeding and agrees to have it sprayed/neutered at an age recommended 
by veterinarian (usually six months to a year of age.) The buyer agrees to provide proof (copy/receipt) of spray/neuter 
surgery by veterinarian to the seller within 14 days after surgery has taken place. Failing to do so will void the puppy 
contract/health guarantee.

I have read the above and agree to abide by said conditions.  

Buyer’s Signature ______________________________________________________ Date _____________________

Buyer’s Name ____________________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________ City ____________________________ State __________ Zip ___________

E-mail ___________________________________________________________ Phone _______________________________________

Breed  __________________________ Puppy ID #  __________________________  Price  ___________________________

Sire  ____________________________ Puppy Name  ________________________  Tax  ____________________________

Dam  ___________________________ Sex  __________________________________  Total  ___________________________

DOB  ___________________________ Color  ________________________________

Please be aware when purchasing a breed that’s in development, a breed of an unusual color, a breed bred down or up in size, or a breed that has certain coat typed there is breed in-

fusion. This is used to help develop type and improve overall health where needed in each breed to help develop breeds and therefore “breed testing” is not considered to be accurate 

and are not always current in the data base because breeds are often being altered for improvement and variety. All breeds are developed by selective breeding of other breeds and 

in several cases the exact mixture of breeds can vary from pedigree to pedigree. That being said the results of any and all breed testing are not grounds for refund. Please do your 

research and study reviews and accuracy on breed testing if this is a concern.


